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PROMO TEXT    2

HOTEL YETI-WAY
The Himalayas is an inviting challenge to 
climbers all over the world. 

Some people get all the way to the top, and some 
don’t. Sometimes they leave things behind and, 
when the Yeti finds a suitcase full of holiday clothes, 
he decides it’s a tropical “Yeti-Way” is exactly what 
he needs to unwind!

Hotel Yeti-Way is a 6x4 payways slot with several 
entertaining features for you to enjoy. There are a 
huge number of ways to win, with payways starting 
at 4,096 in the base game and increasing all the 
way up to 262,144!

The Yeti is the Wild and he has four distinct holiday 
outfits, for four very different outcomes! As well as 
a standard Wild, the other three can each trigger 
a base game Wild feature:

SCUBA DIVING YETI
When the Yeti goes scuba diving, it gives you a 
special re-spin where only shark symbols land on 
the reels. You will continue to get re-spins as long 
as shark symbols continue to land.

SURFING YETI
It’s surf’s up as the Yeti takes to his board and adds 
between 2 and 8 Wilds on to the reels for you!

BUNGEE JUMPING YETI
This Yeti’s a bit of a daredevil. Once he takes the 
plunge and jumps, he will expand to cover your 
reel and an additional wild reel will be added 
onto the grid.

FREE SPINS
Landing 3 or more Scatter Symbols will get you 
into free spins, the more Scatters you get, the 
more spins you trigger!

3 Scatters = 8 free spins
4 Scatters = 12 free spins
5 Scatters = 16 free spins
6 Scatters = 20 free spins

Once you trigger it, you can choose whether you 
want the scuba diving, surfing, or Bungee Jumping 
Yeti to appear during free spins!

During free spins, the reels are dynamic in the 
number of payways they offer. One or more reels 
on every spin will be selected to have a x2 multiplier 
which doubles the number of payways on that reel.

Have an abominably good time with Hotel Yeti-Way!




